Evidence from first principles calculations for a bent CO2 intermediate in the oxidation of carbon monoxide on the Cu (110) surface.
We have carried out first principles plane wave density-functional theory calculations to study the adsorption of CO molecule on a clean and unreconstructed Cu (110) surface at 1/12 monolayer coverage and have investigated the subsequent oxidation by preadsorbed oxygen atoms. As found experimentally, the CO adsorbs perpendicular to the surface plane through the carbon atom; the top site was found to be the most favorable position for CO adsorption although the short-bridge site is only slightly less stable. Surprisingly, for a sparely oxidized surface with O atoms adsorbed in hollow sites the coadsorption energy is slightly negative for only the above two CO sites which have therefore been used as starting points to explore the energy surface of the oxidation reaction. We have confirmed the existence of bent CO(2) surface intermediate as previously suggested from experimental studies. Using the nudged elastic band method, we have characterized a two step reaction which involves the formation of this intermediate. The results suggest that the rate determining step of the oxidation reaction is the formation of the intermediate and the energy barrier (200 meV) is close to although smaller than experimentally estimated values.